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The most recent achievements in the field of automated acquisition of 3D building models are based on integrating data from two or more sources-such as Lidar and digital aerial images 1 -to overcome the drawbacks of specific sensor types. The trend toward combining data from multiple sensors for automatically reconstructing topographic objects is triggered by the fact that new sensor types have become available. In the future, the task of data acquisition for geographic information systems could be performed by multisensorgrammetry rather than by traditional photogrammetry. We hope this article contributes to the development of this multisensor-grammetry by describing how aerial images could be integrated into the workflow of building extraction.
Recent work on building detection
There have been several attempts to detect buildings using Lidar data. One approach is to classify the Lidar points according to whether they belong to the terrain, to buildings, or to other object classes. Researchers commonly use morphological opening filters or rank filters to determine a digital terrain model that is subtracted from the digital surface model. By applying height thresholds to the normalized surface model, researchers have obtained an initial building mask. 2 The algorithm we use for building detection from Lidar points is based on the method for terrain model generation by robust interpolation. 3 Research teams have tackled the geometrical reconstruction of buildings in previously detected regions of interest in two ways. First, you can instantiate parametric primitives and fit them to the data if you find sufficient evidence. Second, you can detect planar segments in a surface model created from the Lidar points and derive polyhedral building models by grouping these planar segments. Because parametric primitives often have a rectangular footprint, you can use them if 2D ground plans offer a precise location of the building outlines. In these cases, you split the polygon delineating a building in a 2D map into rectangular regions. In each rectangle, you can determine the parameters of the models using the surface model, and then accept the model that achieves the best fit. 4, 5 The data-driven generation of polyhedral building models from Lidar data only makes sense if the point density is high enough so that you can locate a sufficient number of data points at least in the most relevant planes of the roofs. Ground plans can reduce search space for estimating the parameters of adjoining planar segments because the gradient direction of such planes is usually perpendicular to the adjacent polygon segment in the ground plan. 6 You can find initial planar segments by segmenting the surface model.
One research team described four different range image segmentation algorithms that were based on such techniques as region growing, clustering, and an analysis of scan lines. 7 This team developed a framework for evaluating segmentation algorithms and applied it to the four segmentation algorithms in an extensive test with data from structured light and laser range-finder images. The team concluded that segmentation still can be improved because their algorithms have problems with small regions and with correctly detecting the borders of adjacent regions.
Another research effort applied a region-growing algorithm to Lidar data using a similar framework for evaluation. 8 In this technique, the team grouped the neighboring segments as soon as they found initial planar segments, 9 which involved finding consistent intersections at the building vertices. In addition, they combined the 3D border polygons to obtain consistent building models. The approach requires adding building outlines, vertical walls, and the floor to the model. They applied a coarse-to-fine strategy by first searching for the most relevant structures in the data and using refined methods for modeling the buildings in regions not being explained sufficiently by the initial models. After generating the building model, they project its roof edges back to aerial images where the model edges are matched with image edges. This technique increases the accuracy of the model, especially with respect to the building outlines. In the past, we have used such a model-driven technique for wireframe fitting for measuring parametric primitives in semiautomatic building extraction. 10 Because it is general enough to be applicable to any polyhedral model, we use it in the context of this work.
Method overview
Building extraction consists of two steps: detection and reconstruction. You have to detect building candidate regions in the digital surface model (DSM) by a classification of the Lidar points. As a result, you obtain regions of interest for the geometric reconstruction of the buildings. In the subsequent processes, our system handles these regions of interest individually. Furthermore, in the regions of interest thus detected, the buildings have to be reconstructed geometrically, which results in 3D polyhedral models.
The system for building detection applies a two-step procedure for classifying Lidar points. First, it uses linear prediction to separate terrain points from off-terrain points hierarchically, starting from thinned-out data. It derives two digital elevation models of identical grid width, and it computes a digital terrain model (DTM) from the points classified as terrain points with a high degree of smoothing. The system also computes a DSM from all points without smoothing, as shown in Figure  1a . Second, the off-terrain points have to be classified to separate points on buildings from points on other objects. The system performs this by thresholding the height differences to find initial building regions. The system improves these initial results by morphologic filtering and by a texture analysis to remove vegetation areas, as shown in Figure 1b . We have described this method in more detail in another publication. 3 Having detected the building regions, the workflow for the geometric reconstruction of the buildings consists of four steps: parameters must be improved by a consistent estimation procedure taking into account all the available sensor information. I Model regularization. Finally, the system improves the models by introducing hypotheses about geometric constraints between planes, and it repeats parameter estimation.
The resolution of the Lidar data-which is still below the resolution of aerial images-limits the level of detail of the building models and the accuracy of the positions of step edges.
Detection of roof planes
One research team describes a method for polymorphic feature extraction. This method aims at classifying texture as being homogeneous, linear, or point-like by an analysis of the first derivatives of a digital image. 11 That classification is based on a significance test of the squared gradient norm of the digital images, the most important parameter being the significance level α of that test, from which the threshold for classification is derived.
The system applies this method to the first derivatives of the DSM. Pixels classified as homogeneous are surrounded by pixels having similar components of the surface normal vectors. That is, they are in a region containing coplanar points. Figures 2a and 2b show the binary image of homogeneous pixels in one of the building regions from Figure 1 , derived by using two different significance levels. The system applies a connected component analysis to the binary image of homogeneous pixels to detect seed regions for region growing. However, because of classification errors, either too few such regions are detected (Figure 2a ) or the detected regions turned out to be too large (Figure 2b ).
To avoid these segmentation errors, we proposed an iterative strategy for roof-plane detection, splitting the connected components of homogeneous pixels into smaller parts by morphologic filtering and only allowing well-fitting planes to grow. Although the results thus achieved were already quite satisfying, the procedure failed if the initial segments were shaped in a way that parts belonging to different planes in object space could not be separated.
We improved the method to give it a better statistical basis. Again, the system performs roof-plane detection iteratively, but it iterates over different significance levels in texture classification. The system starts by texture classification using a tight threshold, and thus a high significance level. Statistically, this means that the system accepts a large percentage of homogeneous pixels erroneously classified as nonhomogeneous, and a small percentage of nonhomogeneous pixels erroneously classified as homogeneous. Only the pixels in the most significantly planar regions are actually classified as homogeneous ( Figure 2a) .
The system uses connected regions of homogeneous pixels as seed regions for region growing, allowing only regions achieving a good planar fit to grow. New pixels adjacent to a region are added if their distances from the adjusting plane are below a certain threshold. The system repeats this step until no additional pixel can be added to any segment. Figure 2c shows the segment label image derived from growing the seed regions from Figure  2a . The system has already assigned about 50 percent of the pixels of the building region to one of these planes, each plane having an error of planar fit better than ±15 centimeters. After that, the system performs the classification again using another threshold and applying our procedure of seed region selection to connected components of pixels now classified as homogeneous, but not yet assigned to a planar segment in the previous iteration.
In this way, the system performs a certain number of iterations, each iteration finds new planar segments and accepts less and less significantly homogeneous areas to take part. From a practical point of view, you can select the threshold of the first iteration so that the system uses only the most significantly planar homogeneous pixels. Figure 2b shows the classification results of the eighth iteration, and Figure 2d shows the resulting segment label image. All the detected segments have an error of planar fit better than ±15 centimeters. About 64 percent of the pixels in the building region are assigned to one of these roof planes. Figure 3a shows the unclassified pixels of the building region corresponding to Figure 2d . Mostly, the unclassified pixels are those at the borders of the planar regions, especially at the positions of step edges or chimneys. However, there are also larger patches of unclassified pixels corresponding either to small roof structures not yet detected, to roof parts not planar, and to regions that are not parts of the building.
We can improve this segmentation by postprocessing, trying to find additional planes in the unclassified regions, and eliminating trees and other objects not belonging to the building. First, the system searches for connected components of unclassified pixels having a small height gradient strength. This is motivated by the fact that the kernel size for computing the height gradient is smaller than the size required for the texture classification described previously, so that it's possible to find smaller seed regions. The system applies region growing to these regions, allowing larger residuals, so that the additional planar segments have a worse planar fit than the original ones.
Thus the system might get segments generalizing the actual shape of a building part that cannot be reconstructed with more details, given the resolution of the Lidar data. Figure 3b shows the final segment label image containing the additional planes. Finally, the system searches for connected components of unclassified pixels having a great percentage of pixels classified as point-like in polymorphic feature extraction, which is an indicator for vegetation areas. Figure 3c shows the unclassified pixels after having eliminated these areas from the building region.
At this point, only DSM pixels at the borders of the planar segments remain unclassified. Table 1 gives a summary of the results of roof plane detection for all the building regions detected in the test site shown in Figure  1 . Altogether 69.9 percent of all pixels classified as building pixels are assigned to a planar segment; 92.1 percent of these pixels (or 64.4 percent of all building pixels) are in a planar segment having an error of planar fit better than ±15 cm. The remaining 7.9 percent of the pixels assigned to a planar segment mostly correspond to planes added to the model in the second segmentation phase, generalizing more detailed building shapes. based on a Fisher test comparing the root mean square (RMS) errors of planar fit obtained by applying two different mathematical models-two separate planes versus one compound plane. Figure 4b shows the Voronoi diagram after merging coplanar segments. We then analyze the neighborhood relations of the remaining segments. The boundary polygons of the Voronoi regions give a first estimate for the planimetric positions of the segment outlines (Figure 5a ). We need to classify each portion of the boundary separating two planar segments according to the geometric configuration of these segments. There might be an intersection, a step edge, or both an intersection and a step edge.
Grouping of roof planes and model generation
The system computes all the intersection lines. For a pair of neighboring planar segments, the system checks whether the error of the original border polygon is below a certain threshold with respect to the intersection line. If this is the case, the intersection line acts as the actual border between these planar segments, and the system updates the border polygons of the two planar segments to contain that intersection line. If this is not the case, the system assumes a step edge. It tries to locate its planimetric position precisely by searching for the maximum of the gradient strength of the Lidar DSM in the direction of the normal vector of the original border polygon in that area. In the third case, not yet considered by the current implementation of this method, the border polygon between two planar segments has to be split into smaller parts.
Having improved the shapes of the border polygons of the roof segments, the polyhedral models have to be created. The planar segments become the roof faces of the model, the vertices of the boundary polygons become the building vertices, and the edges of these polygons become the edges of the polyhedral model. A vertical face corresponding to a wall is inserted for each polygon edge classified as a step edge.
The modules for grouping and model generation are still works in progress. Figure 5b shows preliminary results of computing intersections and step edges. We must improve the search strategy for step edges, implement the third case of mutual relations between planar segments, and improve the boundary polygons at the building vertices because there are still short polygon edges not part of an intersection line or getting weak support from step edge detection. Figure 6 shows the reconstructed roof polygons superimposed to an aerial image of scale 1:7000. We could not reconstruct smaller roof details, such as the chimneys, given the resolution of the Lidar data. There are still planimetric offsets in the images that correspond to about five image pixels. We did not consider short polygon segments for step edge detection, which leads to their somewhat ragged appearance. Figure 7 shows a visualization of a 3D model created from vertical prisms bounded by the roof polygons and the floor. These preliminary results are encouraging because they show the potential of high-resolution Lidar data for building extraction.
Consistent estimation of the model parameters
In the previous phases of building reconstruction, we determined the parameters of the planar segments individually. We determined the building vertices from the intersections of adjacent planes or by step-edge extraction. An overall adjustment-including all available sensor information-is important to get geometrically consistent building models and to consider geometric constraints.
We use our hybrid adjustment program, called Orient, for estimating the model parameters. 12 Our method finds a mapping between the boundary representation (B-rep) of a building and a system of shape observations (referred to as gestalt observations) representing B-rep and the geometric constraints imposed by that modeling technique. In this model, a gestalt observation is the observation of a point P situated on a polynomial surface. The polynomial is parameterized in an observation coordinate system (u,v, w) related to the object coordinate system by a shift P0 and three rotations ϑ = (ω, ϕ, κ) 
In Equations 1-3, ri are the corrections of the fictitious observations of coordinate i and mi ∈ {−1, 1} are mirror coefficients. A gestalt is a set of gestalt observations for all vertices neighboring one specific face of the building's B-rep. The gestalt is the representation of that face in adjustment, its surface parameters (either ajk, bik, or cij) being the parameters of the planar face, and the gestalt observations that connect these parameters with the coordinates of the vertices P.
For each face of the B-rep of the building model, such a gestalt is defined and parameterized in one of the three ways shown in Equations 1-3, either equation 1 or 2 being used for walls and Equation 3 for roof faces. Note, however, that an application is free to decide which of the parameters in Equations 1-3 (P, P0, ϑ, surface parameters ajk, bik, or cij) are to be determined in adjustment and how to parameterize a surface. In addition, different gestalts can refer to identical transformation or surface parameters. You can use these properties-and a proper selection of the mirror coefficients-to enforce geometric constraints.
The estimation of building parameters from sensor data by representing the B-rep of buildings in adjustment by a system of gestalts has originally been applied to parametric primitives in semiautomatic building extraction.
10 Figure 8 shows a building primitive resembling a saddleback roof. Table 2 provides an overview of the parameterization of the seven gestalts corresponding to the seven faces of the primitive. The primitive is modeled to be symmetric with respect to the vw-plane and to have a rectangular footprint. All gestalts refer to the same observation coordinate system centred in the center of the floor and having a vertical waxis, thus ω = ϕ = 0. Although the building is modeled in B-rep, only four pose (P0 and κ) and four shape parameters (b00 f , a00 r , c00 r , c10 r ) have to be determined from sensor data. By properly selecting the parameterizations of the gestalts, we succeeded in reducing the number of parameters to a minimum, thus imposing geometric constraints to the primitive.
For building extraction from Lidar, we don't want to use parametric primitives because doing so could reduce the applicability of the algorithm to rectangular buildings. 5 Thus, we use the more general equations for the parameterization of the gestalts, introducing geometric constraints only where evidence for their occurrence is found. As in Equation 1, there are dependencies between the constant parameters and P0 and between the linear terms and the rotational angles. We declare both P0 and ϑ to be constant. For numerical reasons, we situate P0 inside the building. The rotations are set to 0, which means that the tilts of the planes are modeled by the linear terms of Equations 1-3.
As described previously, for each face of the B-rep of the building model, we define a set of gestalt observa- 
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Left roof 0 + rw = w + c00 r -c10 r · u 6 mu *Mirror coefficient that equals −1.
tions, taking Equations 1 or 2 for walls and Equation 3
for roofs. The unknowns are the object coordinates of each point P and the plane parameters (ajk, bik, cij). As each building vertex is neighbored by at least three faces, the object coordinates of the vertices can be determined from gestalt observations for these vertices. We use the sensor data to determine the unknown plane parameters for all the planes of the building. We assign Lidar points to roof planes. For each Lidar point, we introduce one gestalt observation as well as three direct observations for the point's Lidar coordinates to avoid singularities with respect to the object coordinates P. We introduce direct observations for the planimetric coordinates of building vertices at step edges to make the parameters of the wall faces determinable. These direct observations are the results of step edge detection. They are situated at the positions of the maximum gradient strength of the DSM.
Using this mathematic model, we get a highly redundant adjustment system. It's possible to apply robust estimation to eliminate false or contradicting observations. The weights of the observations depend on their a priori standard deviations. The stochastic model's most important parameter is the a priori standard deviation of the gestalt observations. Typically, we select it in the range of a few centimeters.
Model regularization
Up to now, we have not yet used any information concerning geometric regularities to improve the quality of the building model, which leads to irregular shapes. In the future, we will develop a constraint generator that has to analyze the polyhedral model and introduce geometric constraints where sufficient evidence for their occurrence is found. If two neighboring planes ε1 and ε2 are found to fulfill a geometric condition, we will add gestalt observations, taking advantage of specific definitions of the observation coordinate system and specific parameterizations of the planes. Figure 9 shows three such constraints.
In all cases, one of the axes of the observation coordinate system is the intersection of ε1 and ε2, and one of the vertices of the intersection line is the reference point P0 of both planes. The rotations ω and ϕ are 0 and constant, but there is one additional unknown rotational angle κ. For each vertex vi of the planes, we add gestalt observations for ε1 and/or ε2. We parameterize these planes in specific ways: The a priori standard deviations of the gestalt observations describe the stochastic model of these constraints. After creating these additional observations, the estimation of the model parameters has to be repeated.
Integration of Lidar and aerial images
The quality of the building models derived from Lidar data is restricted by the Lidar sensor's ground resolution. As the geometric resolution of aerial images is still much better than that, it would be best to integrate aerial images into the workflow of building extraction. As we have seen in the previous sections, the most relevant roof structures can be extracted well from Lidar data. There are two stages where the aerial images can help improve the quality of the resulting models. They can help detect additional planar segments in model generation and they can be used to improve the geometric quality of the model edges by matching these model edges with graylevel edges extracted in the digital images.
Detection of planar segments
There are still some unclassified pixels, and in the postprocessing phase we have accepted segments having RMS errors of planar fit that indicate that small roof structures have been generalized. In both cases, it's possible to improve the segmentation results using the information provided by the aerial images.
We use polymorphic feature extraction for segmenting the digital images. This technique results in a set of segments of homogeneous gray levels for each image. Figure 10 shows one of the areas containing unclassified pixels in the Lidar DSM, segmentation results in a corresponding aerial image, and a sketch of the actual roof structure. In the Lidar DSM, that area has a width of about five pixels. It's impossible to separate the two roof planes obviously connecting two larger building parts on the upper and lower margins of the figure because the sizes
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November/December 2003 of the filters involved in seed region selection limit the size of detectable planes. However, in both aerial images, the gray level segmentation gives two segments corresponding to two roof planes. Thus, Figure 10 shows that it makes sense to use the image segmentation results in the areas where no planes can be detected in the Lidar data. It's possible to project the image segments to the DSM to get a first estimate for the plane parameters. In addition, homologous segments from different images can be matched, so that the segmentation results from different images can be combined. In the future, the most significant segments-those obtaining support in multiple images-will be selected for further processing. They can be added directly to the list of planar segments or be used as new seed regions for region growing in areas where no such regions could be derived from the Lidar data alone due to the restrictions imposed by the sizes of the involved filters.
Wireframe fitting
Wireframe fitting is a good approach for improving the geometric quality of the polyhedral models created from Lidar data. Unlike Lidar data, you can extract the gray-level edges corresponding to the building outlines precisely in the images. Using the idea of a wireframe fitting to project the polyhedral model back to the images (Figure 6 ), the frame's edges can be matched with image edges. In each image, the projected position of an object edge gives us a region of interest, and we search for image edges inside that region of interest that are almost parallel to the projected object edge.
Image edges fulfilling this condition are supposed to be matching candidates, and they are considered in the estimation of the model parameters by an expansion of the adjustment model. In addition to the observations described there, the image coordinates of the end points of the image edge segments are assigned to a roof edge. For each end point, we get two image coordinates and two gestalt observations-one for each face that's an object edge neighbor-and three additional unknown object coordinates P.
Whereas we search for matching candidates for all roof edges independently in all images, we perform parameter estimation in an overall robust process in a hybrid adjustment of the gestalt observations representing the object model, Lidar points, positions of the step edges, and image coordinates of image features. We apply robust estimation to determine false matches between image and object edges. We first used this model-fitting algorithm for automatically measuring parametric building models in a system for semiautomatic building extraction from aerial images. In a test project in the context of semiautomatic building extraction, we have shown that results with an accuracy range of a few centimeters can be achieved using that method (see Figure 11 ).
Conclusions
This technique can handle polyhedral buildings of arbitrary shape. Unlike other techniques, it doesn't require assumptions about rectangularity of the footprint, nor a priori information about the building outlines. The segmentation algorithm used for roof plane detection belonging to the group based on seed-region selection and region growing. The preliminary results from a test site in Vienna showed the method's high potential: All buildings in the test area could be detected, although their outlines had a rather complex shape. The reconstructed models resembled the roof shapes well according to a visual inspection.
We have also discussed the issue of integrating aerial images into the workflow to obtain better results by what could be called multisensor-grammetry. In that way, we could try to overcome the problems associated with trying to detect small planar segments in the Lidar data caused by the limited resolution of the Lidar sensors. The system described here is still work in progress. For further information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer. org/publications/dlib.
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